
Service Provider 30-day
Marketing Challenge

SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Elevate you business with this 
4-week marketing challenge



week 1 - Day 1
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Pick your platform
Optimize your profile  
Does your button or link lead to your scheduler and not just your
website?
Does your profile tell who you serve and how you serve them?
Journal any beliefs you have going into this challenge 

which platform you will be focused on in the next 30 days 
and your "I help'' statement 

DECIDE AND OPTIMIZE YOUR ONE PLATFORM:

This challenge is not for you to focus on #allthethings but instead
focus on marketing yourself on one platform for 30 days! 

ITEMS TO COMPLETE TODAY: 

 
EXAMPLE OF WHO YOU SERVE AND HOW YOU SERVE THEM
STATEMENT: 

"I help course and membership creators launch their digital products
so they can gain more leads, clients and revenue using Facebook and
Instagram ads" 
"I help podcasters take the overwhelm out of producing a podcast so
they can focus on creating the best content to serve their audience" 
"I help take the service-based entrepreneurs streamline their
processes and workflows so they can serve more clients and make a
bigger impact" 

Post in the comments...
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week 1 - Day 2
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 2: It's all about research

Today I want you to focus on research...

If you are using Facebook groups to market I want you to narrow
your Facebook groups to 3-5 main groups you will focus on during
these 30 days. Not sure if the group is a good group or not? Go into
the group and head to the "search" bar and type in your service, hire,
job, jopopp, etc... See any job postings? Put this group on the list. A lot
of groups now have threads in the unit section that is also for posting
#jobopps. Make sure to check the unit tab as well. 

If you're using LinkedIn I want you to figure out what are keywords
you can use to find your ideal client and make a list. Here are some
examples "president" "founder" "CEO" "dentist" "doctor" "therapist"
"trainer" "coach" make note of all the keywords you can use to
describe your ideal client
 
If you're using Instagram I want you to create a hashtag bank that
your ideal client would be searching for. The keyword is what YOUR
IDEAL client would be searching!!! Also if you are working with local
businesses create a list of location targeting that you could find your
ideal client hanging out. For me, I would put down "Toronto"
"Brampton" "Miami" "Sarasota" etc... 

So go off and research! Post in the comments some of the things
you have found and helped one another out. 
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week 1 - Day 3
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 3 - Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with.
 
Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make not of who
you followed. 

15 MINUTES IS ALL YOU NEED TO START TAKING ACTION -
SHARE IN THE COMMENTS HOW YOUR 15 MINUTES WENT. 
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week 1 - Day 4
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome To Day 4: Let's Provide Some Value

Facebook: Go into a group that has your ideal client and
search for a service you offer where someone is asking for
help. EX: "does anyone know how to set recurring tasks in
ClickUp" now respond in a way that is helpful but shows you
are a service provider. EX. "Hey X I know this can be a little
confusing, my clients always struggle figuring this out but here
are the easy steps to create a recurring task (include the
steps) let me know if you need any more questions or need
more help" 

LinkedIn: Post a helpful resource or post that your ideal client
would find helpful. Example - working with gyms "Right now
your gym is closed but that doesn't mean you can't serve
your clients. Here are 5 ways to connect with your members
and attract new audiences using Instagram" 

Instagram: Follow the same advice as LinkedIn. Either do an
IGTV video or a post the life of those pieces of content last
longer than a story. 

Post in the comments what value you added. 
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week 1 - Day 5
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 5 - Let's continue connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with.
 
Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make not of who
you followed. 

15 MINUTES IS ALL YOU NEED TO START TAKING ACTION -
SHARE IN THE COMMENTS HOW YOUR 15 MINUTES WENT. 
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week 2 - Day 1
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 1 of week 2 - Let's go back and connect
deeper

Facebook: Go back to the #jobopps you responded to last
week and follow up with them. If you just responded on the
Facebook post then now go deeper. Send them a message on
their Facebook business page or find their email and send
them a personalized email. Take it one step further to check-in
to see if they found anyone. 

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and find the people you sent
connections with last week that accepted your connection.
These are the people you want to send an individual message
to. DO NOT send a "hey girl" post or one that seems like you
are starting small talk to lead into the offering. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and the people that followed
you back that you followed last week. Send them a message
and thank them for the follow back and ask them about their
business. Build a relationship. You could also use the same
thing as I did above with LinkedIn 

SHARE IN THE COMMENTS HOW THIS WENT FOR.
REMEMBER IT MAY FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE BUT MAGIC
HAPPEN OUTSIDE YOUR COMFORT ZONE.
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week 2 - Day 2
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome To Day 2 of Week 2: Let's Make A Friend 

1. The reason I started Serve + Profit is to show you that you can
simplify your business and scale. 

2. Also to show you that you don't have to do this business alone. 

Marketing becomes so much easier and more productive when you
can partner with someone that provides different services to a similar
audience.

EX. If you are a Facebook ad manager that works with course
creators it would be beneficial to partner with a funnel builder or
launch strategist. OR if work with a dentist as an EVA and someone
else in the group works with a dentist for marketing.
 
What happens when we can partner with other people we become a
referral system for one another and when we are marketing we can
tag one another and support one another. 

So for this day, I want you to post in The Sorority House FB Group and
post who you serve and how you serve them. Throughout the day see
who else has posted and connect with one another. Building
relationships are so important!! And I know a lot of you already have
connections inside the group but I am going to challenge you to make
a NEW connection. 

Head to the Facebook group and post in the group on the
designated post. If you don't see it search "make a friend" 
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week 2 - Day 3
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 3 of week 2 - Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with.
 
Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make note of who
you followed.
 
15 MINUTES IS ALL YOU NEED TO START TAKING ACTION -
SHARE IN THE COMMENTS HOW YOUR 15 MINUTES WENT. 
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week 2 - Day 4
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome To Day 4 of Week 2: Let's Provide Some Value

Facebook: Go into a group that has your ideal client and
search for a service you offer where someone is asking for
help. EX: "does anyone know how to set recurring task in
ClickUp" a respond in a way that is helpful but shows you are
a service provider. EX. "Hey X I know this can be a little
confusing, my clients always struggle figuring this out but here
are the easy steps to create a recurring task (include the
steps) let me know if you need anymore questions or need
more help" 

LinkedIn: Post a helpful resource or post that your ideal client
would find helpful. Example - working with gyms "Right now
your gym is closed but that doesn't mean you can't serve
your clients. Here are 5 ways to connect with your members
and attract new audiences using Instagram" 

Instagram: Follow the same advice as LinkedIn. Either do an
IGTV video or a post the life of those pieces of content last
longer than a story. 

Post in the comments what value you added. 
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week 2 - Day 5
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 5 of week 2 - Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make not of who
you followed. 

15 MINUTES IS ALL YOU NEED TO START TAKING ACTION -
SHARE IN THE COMMENTS HOW YOUR 15 MINUTES WENT. 
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week 3 - Day 1
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 1 of week 3 This week we are double
timing the connecting!

Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make not of who
you followed. 

15 MINUTES IS ALL YOU NEED TO START TAKING ACTION -
SHARE IN THE COMMENTS HOW YOUR 15 MINUTES WENT.
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week 3 - Day 2
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome To Day 2 of Week 3: Did You Hear? It's TIP TUESDAY and
You're Going LIVE!

Tip Tuesday is a great day to go LIVE or post a pre-recorded video. 

FACEBOOK: Go live or post a pre-recorded video on your Facebook
business page. Give a tip that your ideal client would need to solve.

Example
OBM: The #1 SOP you need in place before hiring

Podcast Manager: #1 Tips For Starting A Podcast 

Social Media: 3 Tips For Posting On Social Media Right Now 

Instagram: Go live in an Instagram Story, Post a series of IG Stories or
Post an IGTV. Use the examples above 

LinkedIn: You will have to pre-record. Unless you have access to
LinkedIn Live (you have to apply for it) 

I know this is going to be uncomfortable for 99% of you but the more
you do it the easier it gets. This is all about providing value. It can be
as short as one minute. Don't focus on views just focus on showing up!
 
(Case Study about video content: This week I received 2 discovery
calls because of my YouTube video on Creating Canva Facebook Ads
and Webinar Facebook Ads)

Video is so impactful and helps build an instant connection. 
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week 3 - Day 3
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 3 of week 3 This week we are double-
timing the connecting!

Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
the 2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent the connection request to.
 
Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make note of who
you followed. 
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week 3 - Day 4
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 4 of week 3 - Let's go back and connect
deeper

Facebook: Go back to the #jobopps you responded to last
week and follow up with them. If you just responded on the
Facebook post then now go deeper. Send them a message on
their Facebook business page or find their email and send
them a personalized email. Take it one step further to check in
to see if they found anyone. 

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and find the people you sent
connections with last week that accepted your connection.
These are the people you want to send individual message to.
DO NOT send a "hey girl" post, or one that seems like you are
starting small talk to lead into offering. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and the people that followed
you back that you followed last week. Send them a message
and thank them for the follow back and ask them about their
business. Build a relationship. You could also use the same
thing as I did above with LinkedIn
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week 3 - Day 5
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 5 of week 3 This week we are double
timing the connecting!

Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make not of who
you followed. 
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week 4 - Day 1
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

WELCOME TO WEEK 4 

Welcome to day 1 of week 4 - Let's go back and connect
deeper

Facebook: Go back to the #jobopps you responded to last
week and follow up with them. If you just responded on the
Facebook post then now go deeper. Send them a message on
their Facebook business page or find their email and send
them a personalized email. Take it one step further to check-in
to see if they found anyone. 

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and find the people you sent
connections with last week that accepted your connection.
These are the people you want to send an individual message
to. DO NOT send a "hey girl" post or one that seems like you
are starting small talk to lead into the offering. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and the people that followed
you back that you followed last week. Send them a message
and thank them for the follow back and ask them about their
business. Build a relationship. You could also use the same
thing as I did above with LinkedIn
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week 4 - Day 2
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 2 of week 4 This week we are double-
timing the connecting!

Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
the 2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent the connection request with. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make note of who
you followed. 
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week 4 - Day 3
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 3 of week 4 This week we are double
timing the connecting!

Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes:
 
Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent connection request with. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make note of who
you followed. 
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week 4 - Day 4
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome To Day 4 of Week 4: Did You Hear? It's
TESTIMONIAL THURSDAY and we are collecting and sharing
results! 

Testimonial Thursday is a great day to share your results or
collect testimonials from clients. 

Share on whatever platform you want a testimonial quote or
video. This is all about creating social proof that you know
what you are doing and you're an expert in your field! 

If you don't have any testimonials yet today is a great day to
set up your testimonial feedback form in Dubsado (you can
find it in the template library in the hub) and send it out to
your current clients! 
 
Other places to check to see if you are showcasing your client
love is on your website, proposal templates, social media
platforms, portfolios, Instagram story highlights, etc... I
challenge you to find one new place to showcase your client
love. 

Social proof is a powerful tool and will help you land more
clients and charge higher prices! 
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week 4 - Day 5
SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

Welcome to day 5 of week 4 This week we are double-
timing the connecting!

Let's start connecting

set a timer for 15minutes: 

Facebook: Head to your 3-5 groups and use the search and
find #jobopps for your services. Then comment on the post.
Make note of which groups you found #jobopps and take
screenshots or grab the URL of the post that you found and
commented on.

Linkedin: Head to LinkedIn and in the search bar type in the
keywords to find your ideal client, make sure you are using
the 2nd connections filter and start connecting within your
15minutes. Only connect with your ideal client. Make note of
who you sent the connection request with. 

Instagram: Head to Instagram and start searching for your
ideal client. Start friending your ideal client. Make note of who
you followed. 

**You have made it to the end of the challenge share your
results with us on the facebook group



SERVE + PROFIT BIZ ACADEMY

FACEBOOK GROUP
The Sorority House is a
community for service

providers to collaborate
and connect.

JOIN GROUP

https://www.facebook.com/groups/serveandprofit
https://www.facebook.com/groups/serveandprofit
https://www.facebook.com/groups/serveandprofit

